
Dear Customer

Thank you for requesting a copy of this catalogue.

HARRISON VETERINARY EQUIPMENT have been manufacturing and supplying
equipment to Veterinary Surgeries, Teaching Hospitals, and Universities throughout the
United Kingdom, and abroad, since 1982.

A family business, we are dedicated to providing quality products and a first class service to our customers.
Formed in 1982 by my parents, Jim & Pearl Harrison, whom had both worked for a well known supplier to the
profession during the 1970's. I joined with my parents in 1987 to continue in their footsteps, maintaining the same
level of service and quality of products that have served us well, and l hope for what we are best known for.

We maintain that the best judge of a product is to still see it in use after many years of service.
To be told that a product doesn’t need replacing and is as good as the day it was supplied, only goes to prove that
we are doing something right. Quality and longevity are built into everything we manufacture.

Our client base is nationwide: from Penzance to Aberdeen, from Lowestoft to Aberystwyth, distance is no object.

We are proud to work with our clients on a one to one basis, offering a free design service, in particular with regard
to our fibreglass recovery cages, providing detailed plans and layouts for the space available, through to installation
if required.

After over 30 years of manufacture we regularly work with clients who are moving or expanding and who naturally
want to re-use their existing kennels that they have purchased from us in the past. Kennels are a major investment
for any practice, and it gives us pleasure to integrate old with new, remove, re-arrange and re-install.

We specialise in the manufacture of equipment to customer specification and would be pleased to submit
a quotation for Tub Tables, Dentistry Tables, Post Mortem Tables and other equipment in stainless steel.

All enquiries receive professional attention from a team of skilled engineers, and we are always pleased to offer
advice without obligation.

This catalogue illustrates a range of equipment, standard and special order; we hope you will find it of interest.
We look forward to hearing from you.

Yours faithfully

is a division of HARRISON VETERINARY EQUIPMENT.

High quality self adhesive dispensing labels on rolls.
Choose from our standard range or allow us to produce personalised labels for your practice.
Write, email or telephone your enquiry it will receive our personal attention.

Richard Harrison

HVE LABEL PRINTING

www.hvelabels.co.uk
01953 455535
sales@hvelabels.co.uk
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RECOVERY CAGE UNITS
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Please see overleaf for detailed information 3
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We have been manufacturing our range of Recovery Cages since 1983.

We have continually made the same sizes throughout this period which allows for easy integration
of new units with older, existing units.

Each unit is assembled ready for immediate use, and suitable for stand alone use or as part of a
group of cages, some examples of which are shown below:

We pride ourselves on working one to one with our clients to achieve the right balance of kennel
sizes required to suit their practice while offering a full, no obligation design service, providing
detailed plans and layouts for the space available, through to installation if required.

Smooth moulded easy to clean interior.
Radius corners - seamless design.
Warm to the touch.
Naturally insulated.
Moulded urine channel in the floor to the front of the
graduated floor.

High quality stainless steel gate with choice of styles:
51mm x 51mm (2”) mesh.
25mm x 25mm (1”) mesh.
Toughened safety glass.
Combination 51mm mesh & removable perspex panel.

Single doors on Large Medium, Super Small, Small & Mini.
Stainless steel safety catch.
Choice of left or right hand hinge.

Double doors on Maxus, Super Large & Twin Small.
Central closing with sprung loaded draw bolts.
No central bar to restrict access.

Standard features:

Six standard fixed height sizes:
Maxus, Large, Medium, Small, Super Small & Mini.

One variable height model:
The Super Large.
Fixed width & depth. Height to customer specification.

1

2

3

Fig 1:  2 x 1.0m Super Large, with 3 x Medium above,
all 51mm mesh gates.

Fig 2:  2 x 1650mm Super Large with 1.0m Super Large beside,
all 51mm mesh gates, and electrical pelmet above.

Fig 3:  6 x Medium, with both 25mm & 51mm mesh gates.
Raised open storage below, electrical pelmet, and oxygen outlet above.



FIBREGLASS RECOVERY CAGES

WALK IN KENNEL GATES

We have been manufacturing our range of Recovery Cages since 1983.

We have continually made the same sizes throughout this period which allows for easy integration of new units with older,
existing units. Each unit is assembled ready for immediate use, and suitable for stand alone use or as part of a group
of cages.

We pride ourselves on working one to one with our clients to achieve the right balance of kennel sizes required to suit their
practice needs, and patient numbers.
We offer a full, no obligation design service, providing detailed plans and layouts for the space available, through to
installation if required.
Raised floor plinths, under kennel storage, overhead storage and overhead services for electrics and piped gas can all be
incorporated into our designs.

Each unit is assembled ready for immediate use with a 51mm x 51mm (2” x 2”) wooden frame treated with preservative.
They require no specific installation with each unit able to be used singularly or part of a larger combination of cages.

Eight Sizes, three of which are dividable

LARGE, MEDIUM, SUPER SMALL, SMALL & MINI.
Standard features comprising of:
A smooth moulded fibreglass shell, with rounded corners.
Easy to clean, warm to the touch, naturally insulated.
Urine channel, moulded into the floor to retain fluids, 51mm (2”) wide x 12.5mm (0.5”) deep x full width of the cage floor.
Reinforced floors.

High quality, single, stainless steel gate with choice of styles:
51mm x 51mm (2”) or, 25mm x 25mm (1”) mesh

Toughened Safety Glass, 4mm, shortened gate with 20mm air gap for ventilation.

Combination 51mm x 51mm mesh & removable clear 4mm Perspex shield, with full size frame.
Holes can be drilled for ventilation or for use as an oxygen cage.

Stainless steel safety catch. Choice of left or right hand hinge.

Our Dividable Recovery Cages
TWIN SMALL, SUPER LARGE & MAXUS

Standard features comprising of:
A smooth, moulded fibreglass shell, with rounded corners.
Easy to clean, warm to touch, naturally insulated.
Urine channels, moulded into the floor to retain fluids, 51mm (2”) wide x 12.5mm (0.5”) deep.
Reinforced floors.
Removable divider as standard. (can be ordered without the divider, if not required)
Divider manufactured from 9mm thick white PVC. Simple to install, strong, hard wearing and easy to clean.
A 10mm deep x 10mm wide groove is moulded into the floor, ceiling and back to locate the divider, when specified.

High quality, double, stainless steel gates with independent opening.
51mm x 51mm ( 2” ) or, 25mm x 25mm ( 1” ) mesh.

Toughened 4mm Safety Glass,  with shortened outer frame for ventilation.

Combination 51mm x 51mm mesh & removable clear 4mm Perspex shield, with full size frame.
Holes can be drilled for ventilation or for use as an oxygen cage.

Gates close centrally with sprung loaded internal draw bolts.

SUPER LARGE - bespoke height

Bespoke height feature:
It is possible for this kennel to be manufactured to any height between: 825mm and 1650mm ( 32.5” and 65” )
This enables the kennel to be easily integrated into various  combinations of our existing sizes.

All sizes of kennel are suitable for stand alone use or as part of a larger range of our Recovery Cages.

Standard colours WHITE or GREEN, others available upon request.
Examples of colour & gate styles, please see page 6.

- made to customer size & specification - please see page 6
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RECOVERY CAGE UNITS
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MINI                            HEIGHT WIDTH                                  DEPTH
Exterior                      570mm (22.5”)                570mm (22.5”)
Interior                       460mm (18”)                   460mm (18”)                          460mm (18”)

SMALL
Exterior                      670mm (26.5”)

460mm (18”)

670mm (26.5”)                       560mm (22”)
Interior                       560mm (22”)                   560mm (22”)                          560mm (22”)

SUPER SMALL
Exterior                      670mm (26.5”)                 670mm (26.5”)                      725mm (28.5”)
Interior                       560mm (22”)                    560mm (22”)                         725mm (28.5”)

TWIN SMALL - with divider
Exterior                      610mm (24”)                   1200mm (47.25”)                   600mm (23.6”)
Interior                       500mm (19.75”)              1100mm (43.25”)                   600mm (23.6”)

MEDIUM
Exterior                       725mm (28.5”)                875mm (34.5”)                       635mm (25”)
Interior                        610mm (24”)                   760mm (30”)                          635mm (25”)

LARGE
Exterior                       825mm (32.5”)               1050mm (41.5”)                     725mm (28.5”)
Interior                        710mm (28”)                    940mm (37”)                        725mm (28.5”)

SUPER LARGE - with divider
Exterior- variable         825mm - 1650mm         1340mm (53”)                        725mm (28.5”)
Interior- variable          710mm - 1570mm         1230mm (48.5”)                     700mm (27.5”)

MAXUS -  - with divider
Exterior                      1000mm (39.5" )              1575mm (62" )                       925mm (36.5" )
Interior                         880mm (34.5" )              1450mm ( 57" )                      900mm (35.5" )

Illustrated above are:
Six Medium Cages,
all fitted with toughened safety glass gates.

Raised open storage area below.

Illustrated below are:
1 x Large Recovery Cage
with the standard 51mm x 51mm (2”) mesh gate,
1 x Small Recovery Cage
with a 25mm x 25mm (1") mesh gate.
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Walk in Kennel Gates

Replacement Gates

Made to order, to customer size & specification.

Manufactured to the same specification as the gates fitted
to our recovery cages, with a 20mm outer box section frame,
cross rails and 51mm x 51mm mesh.

Gates mounted within an external frame which can be designed
to flush fit or surface fit your aperture.

Sliding gate catch closure, left or right hand hinge.

We can also manufacture replacement gates for your existing
kennels.

High quality stainless steel.

High quality stainless steel gate with choice of styles:
51mm x 51mm ( 2” ) mesh.
25mm x 25mm ( 1” ) mesh.
Toughened safety glass.
Combination 51mm mesh & removable perspex panel.

Illustrated left: 2 x Maxus recovery cages,
fitted with toughened safety glass doors.

in green

Illustrated right: 1 x Twin Small recovery cage
with 2 x Small recovery cages above,
fitted with toughened safety glass doors
and cupboard storage below.



HARVET OPERATING TABLE

The Harvet
Hydraulic Operating Table.

Illustrated with the standard mild
steel frame, finished in white epoxy
polyester paint and fitted with a
white fibreglass operating top.

Stainless Steel Frame version available.
( please see overleaf )

Superb reliability, mobility and stability
at all heights.

Lifting capacity 300kg.

Height range of:
600mm -1010mm
(other height ranges available)

Standard Top Sizes:
Operating, flat
1220mm x 610mm ( 48” x 24” )
1370mm x 610mm ( 54” x 24” )

Examination, raised edge:
1220mm x 610mm ( 48” x 24” )
Inclusive of non slip rubber mat
( see ‘EXAMINATION TABLE‘ page 17 )

Standard features:

Strong box section mild steel framework, with a phosphate coating to inhibit corrosion.
White epoxy polyester paint finish.
Optional stainless steel frame version available.

A sealed unit hydraulic ram, operated by one foot pedal, with a lifting capacity of 300kgs.
Working height range of 600mm - 1010mm ( 23.5” - 39.5”).

The table top has a one way, longitudinal tilt operated by a hand controlled locking gas strut.
Four 150mm ( 6” ) diameter swivel locking castors provide excellent mobility over all surfaces.
Maintenance free oil-lite bearings on all moving joints.

Two standard sizes of fibreglass operating tops, fitted with twelve cleats.
One size of examination top, complete with non slip rubber mat and twelve cleats.

All tops available with a full size lead shield moulded inside  for x-ray purposes.

Excellent ground clearance of 200mm (8”), suitable for mobile x-ray units.
Stainless steel tops, flat or shaped post mortem, available to customer specification.

Please see overleaf for examples of special order Harvets made to customer specification.
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Stainless steel frame
with x-ray/ op top & non slip rubber mat.

Bespoke design stainless steel framed Harvets
non tilt, short chassis.
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TUB TABLES

1

2

3

STAINLESS STEEL TUB TABLES
Manufactured to customer size and specification,

Main features:
304 grade stainless steel throughout.
30mm x 30mm box section frame.
Four adjustable feet to ensure levelling.

Full length tub with graduated floor.
Optional ‘knee hole’ tub available.

Single drain with waste outlet, plug and overflow supplied.
Tub depth - to suit customer.

100mm wide ‘Tap Deck with 150mm high splash guard.
35mm wide tub rim on three sides.

Full size removable grille, 12mm x 12mm 304 grade
stainless steel square mesh with cross supports.

Taps:
This particular table has been fitted with:
1 x hot / cold showerhead mixer tap, with retractable hose.
1x ‘swan neck’ hot / cold mixer taps, with 150mm levers.

DIMENSIONS OF THIS TABLE

1370mm  x 610mm ( 54” x 24” )
Height: 920mm ( 36” )
Tub depth: 450mm ( 18” )
Any size available.

Illustrated above,
with grille in position and shower fitting, partially extended.

Illustrated with grille
removed and shower fitting retracted.
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More details overleaf



1370mm long

920mm
high

30mm x 30mm box
section frame.

Gradient to waste outlet

Waste outlet and taps / shower fittings.

Tap deck 100mm deep.

Tub 450mm deep

610mm
wide

Main Features:
304 grade stainless steel throughout.
30mm x 30mm box section frame.
Four adjustable feet to ensure levelling.

Full length tub with graduated floor.
Optional ‘knee hole’ tub available
(see below)
Single drain with waste outlet,
plug and overflow supplied.

Tub depth - to suit customer.
100mm wide ‘Tap Deck’ with
150mm high splash guard.

35mm wide tub rim on three sides.

Full size removable grille,
12mm x 12mm 304 grade stainless steel square mesh with cross supports.

Taps:
Types available:
1 x hot / cold shower head mixer tap, with retractable hose.
1x ‘swan neck’ hot / cold mixer taps, with 150mm levers.
Option to have both types of tap or just shower head tap.

Options available:
‘Knee Hole’ Tub Table.

1370mm long

920mm
High

30mm x 30mm box
section frame.

Splash guard
with provision
for wall fixing.

Gradient to waste outlet.

Tub 450mm deep

Splash Guard
with provision
for wall fixing.

Shallow
area

Waste outlet and taps / shower fittings.

610mm
wide

Shallow
area

900mm long

STAINLESS STEEL TUB TABLES
Manufactured to customer size & specification, sizes are for example only.

Knee room
400mm

Full size removable grille.
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STAINLESS STEEL DENTISTRY / PREP TABLE
Manufactured to customer size and specification,

Main features:
304 grade stainless steel throughout.
30mm x 30mm box section frame.
Four adjustable feet to ensure levelling.

'Knee Hole' frame.
Shallow sloping table top with flat base 125mm deep.

100mm wide ‘Tap Deck’ with 150mm high splash guard.
35mm wide tub rim on three sides.

Full size removable grille, 12mm x 12mm 304 grade
stainless steel square mesh with cross supports.

Taps:
This particular table has been fitted with:
1 x hot / cold showerhead mixer tap, with retractable hose.
1x ‘swan neck’ hot / cold mixer taps, with 150mm levers.

Single drain with waste outlet, plug and overflow supplied.

DIMENSIONS OF THIS TABLE

1370mm  x 610mm ( 54” x 24” )
Height: 920mm ( 36” )
Table depth: 125mm ( 5” )
Any size available.

Illustrated below shower fitting and
mixer taps.

Illustrated above:
with grille in position and shower fitting, retracted.

Illustrated with
grille removed and shower fitting extended.

DENTISTRY / PREP TABLES
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900mm

900mm
high

30mm x 30mm box
section frame.

900mm

1370mm long

Table profile, shallow slope with flat area to waste outlet.

610mm
Wide

Waste outlet and  taps / shower fittings.

Tap deck 100mm deep.

Knee room

Main Features:
304 grade stainless steel throughout.
30mm x 30mm box section frame.
Four adjustable feet to ensure levelling.

Shallow sloping table with flat base, 125mm deep

100mm wide ‘Tap Deck’ with 150mm high splash guard.
35mm wide tub rim on three sides.

Single drain with waste outlet, plug and overflow supplied.

Full size removable grille,
12mm x 12mm, 304 grade stainless steel square mesh with cross supports.

Taps:
Types available:
1 x hot / cold shower head mixer tap, with retractable hose.

1x ‘swan neck’ hot / cold mixer taps, with 150mm levers.
Option to have both types of tap or just shower head tap.

STAINLESS STEEL DENTISTRY TABLES
Manufactured to customer size and specification, sizes are for example only

Full size removable grille

Splash Guard
with provision
for wall fixing.

1370mm long

400mm

12



SCRUB SINKS
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These sinks are made to order and therefore sizes can be tailored to individual requirements.

As an example the illustrated has been manufactured to the following size.
700mm long x 550mm wide x 400mm deep.

Any size can be produced to fit the space available.
Please see overleaf for an example of a double width free standing version.

sink

STAINLESS STEEL SCRUB SINKS
Manufactured to customer size & specification.
Main features:
304 grade stainless steel throughout.
450mm high splash guard, 100mm wide 'tap deck'
Supplied with 1 pair of 'swan neck' hot / cold mixer taps, with 150mm lever arms.
30mm wide rim on three sides, graduated front panel for 'knee' room.
Single drain with waste outlet, plug & overflow.
Provision for secure wall fixing.

700mm

550mm

450mm

150mm

450mm 850mm

400mm

100mm
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Double scrub sink, 1200mm wide, fitted with two pairs of swan neck mixer lever taps
Mounted within its own free standing 30mm x 30mm stainless steel box section frame.



POST MORTEM TABLES

1

Please see overleaf for details of our
static height tables.

15

HVEWe specialise in the manufacture of stainless steel post mortem tables and associated
equipment to customer specification.

Illustrated are examples of our Harvet Hydraulic Table  & Static Height Table.
All our post mortem tables are constructed using grade 304 stainless steel.
Please note that the tables illustrated are examples only.

WE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE TABLES TO INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS.

The Harvet Hydraulic Post Mortem Table

The version illustrated above has the following specification.
304 grade stainless steel box section framework, p

Sealed unit hydraulic pump, one pedal operation, with stainless steel enclosure case.

Four swivel locking castors  with grey non marking rubber tyres, 125mm dia.

Chassis dimensions to accommodate post mortem top.

TOP SIZE:
Raised box section edge, central V channel to end drain.
Working height range of 400mm, starting from as low as 600mm.
Gas strut tilting mechanism.

With a wheel at each corner, maximum stability is obtained allowing virtually any size of top to be manufactured.

1675mm x: 915mm (66" x  36”), example.

olished to a satin finish.

A single end drain with fitted down pipe, drainage tap, bucket hook, and bucket come as standard.

OPTIONS AVAILABLE
Variable table top profile, depth and size.
Choice of drain position.
Mesh drainage grille.
White nylon wheels.

Static Height Post Mortem Tables
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STATIC HEIGHT POST MORTEM TABLE

The version above has the following specification.
304 grade stainless steel.

TOP SIZE: 1830mm x 610mm ( 72” x 24” )
HEIGHT: 915mm ( 36” )

Mesh drainage grille.

20mm x 20mm raised box edge lip on all four sides.
It features a shallow profile which graduates to a central drainage channel running the full length of the table.
A single end drain with fitted down pipe, drainage tap, bucket hook, and bucket come as standard.

A strong and sturdy, 30mm x 30mm box section, stainless steel frame.
Shown fitted with four adjustable feet to ensure levelling.
Polished to a ‘satin’ finish.

OPTIONS AVAILABLE
Variable table top profile, depth and size.
Choice of drain position - end or centre drain.
Swivel locking castors for mobility.

All our post mortem tables are constructed using grade 304 stainless steel, as standard.

Please note that the three tables illustrated  are examples only.
We design and manufacture tables to individual requirements.

If you have a particular requirement please do not hesitate to contact us.

STATIC HEIGHT
POST MORTEM TABLE

16
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EXAMINATION / X-RAY TABLES

Illustrated left  are our two sizes of
Examination Table.

The standard mild steel frame is finished
in white epoxy polyester paint
and fitted with a white fibreglass top
and inlaid non slip rubber mat.

Also available:
Stainless steel frame with white fibreglass top.
Stainless steel frame & stainless steel top.
Please see overleaf.

Standard features:
Rigid mild steel box section frame, with a phosphate coating to inhibit corrosion.
White epoxy polyester paint finish.

White moulded fibreglass top with a raised edge, complete with a removable non slip black rubber mat.

For X-Ray

Twelve cleats are fitted as standard.

SIZES
1070mm x 510mm x 840mm high (42” x 20” x 33”)
1220mm x 610mm x 840mm high (48” x 24” x 33”)

Four adjustable feet to ensure levelling.

Optional stainless steel frame version available.
Optional swivel locking castors for mobility. (see X-Ray Table)

A full size lead shield is moulded inside  for x-ray purposes.

Illustrated right  is our X-Ray Table

This version is fitted with the
standard mild steel frame
together with the optional
swivel locking castors.

The castors add 100mm (4”)
to the basic height of the table.
The height can be specified,

between
840mm and 940mm (33” to 37”)

Twelve cleats fitted as standard.

at the
time of order,

Please see overleaf for our stainless steel version
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STAINLESS STEEL EXAMINATION TABLES

STAINLESS STEEL EXAMINATION TABLE

Illustrated above is our stainless steel examination table

Standard features:
Rigid stainless steel box section frame, with a satin polished finish.
Four adjustable feet to ensure levelling.
Flat stainless steel top, complete with a removable non slip black rubber mat.

SIZES
1070mm x 510mm x 840mm high (42” x 20” x 33”)
1220mm x 610mm x 840mm high (48” x 24” x 33”)

Any size available to customer requirements

Optional swivel locking castors for mobility.
The castors add 100mm (4”)  to the basic height of the table.
The height can be specified, at the time of order.

18
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SECURITY DRUG CABINETS

SECURITY DRUG CABINETS

Standard features for all sizes:
Constructed from 16 gauge mild steel
throughout, with a phosphate coating
to inhibit corrosion.
White epoxy polyester paint finish.

Flush fitting double skin door.
Full length piano hinge.

Unique seven lever locks fitted to all
doors. (no duplication of keys)
Number of locks dependent upon size.

Five standard sizes.
Any size available made to order.

For secure wall fixing all cabinets have
four pre-drilled and reinforced holes, and
are supplied with four rawl / anchor bolts.

Please see overleaf for detailed information

SIZES ILLUSTRATED
Figure 1, above.
610mm x 460mm x 230mm
(24” x 18” x 9”)
Single lock.
Fitted with two shelves.
One adjustable.

Figure 2, right.
760mm x 610mm x 230mm
(30” x 24” x 9")
Two locks.
Fitted with three shelves.
one adjustable.

Figure 3, far right.
760mm x 610mm x 230mm
(30” x 24” x 9”)
Two locks.
Fitted with one shelf.
Lockable internal compartment.
380mm x 610mm x 230mm
(15” x 24” x 9”)

1

2

3

All cabinets conform to current
safety requirements.
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SECURITY DRUG CABINETS

Standard features for all sizes:

Constructed from 16 gauge mild steel throughout.
With a phosphate coating to inhibit corrosion, and white epoxy polyester paint finish.

Flush fitting double skin door.

Full length piano hinge.
Incorporating a hinge protection strip attached to the door.
When the door is closed, the protection strip locates behind the hinge, thereby restricting access to the
contents if the hinge strip is removed.

Unique seven lever locks fitted to all doors. (no duplication of keys )
Number of locks dependent upon size.
Supplied with two keys per lock.
Extra keys available at time of order.
All keys are numbered and we keep a spare for your peace of mind.
PLEASE MAKE A NOTE OF YOUR KEY NUMBER.

For secure wall fixing all cabinets have four pre-drilled and reinforced holes, and are supplied with four rawl /
anchor bolts.

400mm x 300mm x 150mm (16” x 12” x 6”)
Single lock.
Fitted with one adjustable shelf.
Weight: 10 kgs.

610mm x 460mm x 230mm (24” x 18” x 9”) fig.1
Single lock.
Fitted with two shelves, one adjustable.
Weight: 22 kgs.

815mm x 460mm x 230mm (32” x 18” x 9”)
Single lock.
Fitted with three shelves, one adjustable.
Weight: 28 kgs.

760mm x 610mm x 230mm (30” x 24” x 9”) fig.2
Two locks.
Fitted with three shelves, one adjustable.
Weight: 35 kgs.

760mm x 610mm x 230mm (30” x 24” x 9”) fig.3
Two locks.
Fitted with one shelf, and further lockable
internal compartment.
380mm x 610mm x 230mm (15” x 24” x 9”)
Weight: 40 kgs

Any size / variation available made to order.
Optional stainless steel construction available.

ALL CABINETS CONFORM TO CURRENT SAFETY REQUIREMENTS.

Five  sizes:

20
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THEATRE TROLLEYS

Standard features:

Strongly constructed mild steel framework, with a phosphate coating to inhibit corrosion.
White epoxy polyester paint finish.
Two toughened safety glass shelves.

Optional stainless steel shelves available.

Four, 50mm (2”) diameter swivel castors with grey, non marking, rubber tyres.
Optional 80mm (3.2”) diameter swivel locking castors available.

We manufacture two standard sizes, illustrated above:
610mm x 460mm (24” x 18”)
920mm x 460mm (36” x 24”)
Height: 840mm (33” to top shelf.

Any size available to special order.

All Theatre Trolleys can be manufactured with drawers.

The top guard rail will accommodate an examination light,
instrument tray, swab bowl or transfusion drip hook using our ‘Clamp A’
Please refer to the ‘Ancillary Equipment‘ section of this catalogue.

Optional stainless steel frame version available.

Illustrated below are our two standard size Theatre Trolleys.
Shown with mild steel frames, finished in white, and fitted with toughened
safety glass shelves.
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STRETCHER TROLLEYS

Fig 2: Folding Stretcher Trolley

The standard tubular mild steel
frame is finished in white epoxy
polyester paint.

Available with a stainless steel frame.

Fig 1: Rigid Stretcher Trolley

The standard mild steel box
section frame is finished in white
epoxy polyester paint.

Available with a stainless steel frame.

Standard Features:

Strongly constructed mild steel frame: tubular on folding version, square box section on rigid.
Both are treated with a phosphate coating to inhibit corrosion.
White epoxy polyester paint finish. Optional stainless steel frame versions available.
Four, 80mm diameter swivel locking castors.

Removable stretcher made from strong green PVC.
Two mild steel poles with handle grips at each end. Two traverse bars included to prevent the stretcher
from collapsing around the patient when removed from the trolley.

Storage shelf on rigid version only.
Standard sizes for both:
1320mm (52”) trolley length.
1600mm (63”) with stretcher in place.
610mm   (24”) wide.
310mm   (12”) folded width, folding version only.
860mm   (34”) high.

Any size available to special order.

22
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ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

Standard ancillary equipment:
Fig 1:    Swab Bowl.
Fig 2:    Double drip hook.
Fig 3:    Instrument tray,

for mounting to the top rail of a Trolley as illustrated, or to the edge of an Examination / Operating Table Top.
Fig 4:    Free standing bowls, on castors.
Fig 5 & 6: A range of table & wall brackets.
Fig 7:    Mobile ‘H’ Stand with Twin ‘T’ Piece, Instrument Tray & Double Drip Hook.
Fig 8:    Mobile ‘H’ Stand with Double Drip Hook.
Fig 9:    Stretcher.
Fig 10:  Dog Carrier.

Please see overleaf for detailed information
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We produce a range of stainless steel accessories for instruments, dressings, swabs and IV drips.
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ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT

SWAB BOWL, FRAME & CLAMP A (fig 1)
A 255mm (10”) diameter, 115mm (4,5”) deep stainless swab bowl mounted in a stainless steel frame.
The bowl can be fitted to either the top rail of a Theatre Trolley, as shown, or the edge of an
Examination / Operating Table Top using a Clamp A, allowing 360 degree rotation.
Alternatively it can be used in conjunction with our Mobile ‘H’ Stand.

DOUBLE DRIP HOOK & CLAMP A (fig 2)
The double drip hook is made from stainless steel and can be fitted to either the top rail of a Theatre Trolley,
as shown, or the edge of a Examination / Operating Table Top using a Clamp A, allowing 360 degree rotation.
Alternatively it can be used in conjunction with our Mobile ‘H’ Stand.

INSTRUMENT TRAY, FRAME & CLAMP A (fig 3)
A 355mm (14”) long, 255mm (10”) wide, 51mm (2”) deep stainless steel instrument tray mounted in a stainless
steel frame.The tray can be fitted to either the top rail of a Theatre Trolley, as shown, or the edge of an
Examination / Operating Table Top using a Clamp A, allowing 360 degree rotation.
Alternatively it can be used in conjunction with our Mobile ‘H’ Stand.

KICK AROUND SWAB BOWL (fig 4)
A 355mm (14”) diameter, 115mm (4.5”) deep stainless steel bowl mounted in a Mild steel tubular frame on
three 50mm ( 2” ) diameter swivel castors. Optional stainless steel frame available.

CLAMPS (fig 5 & 6)
5 - Clamp ‘B’ Wall mounting.
6 - Clamp ‘A’ Table Top or Theatre Trolley mounting.

MOBILE ‘H’ STAND (fig 7 & 8)
Strongly constructed from mild steel, with a phosphate coating to inhibit corrosion.
White epoxy polyester paint finish.
Fitted with four, 50mm (2”)  swivel castors with grey non marking rubber tyres.

The ‘H’ Stand is designed to hold items from our range of stainless steel accessories, either a single
Instrument Tray, Swab Bowl or Double Drip Hook
Or two items when used in conjunction with out ‘twin T piece’ (fig 7)

Optional stainless steel version available.

STRETCHER (fig 9)
Strong green PVC stretcher.
SIZE: 1170mm x 660mm (46” x 26”) Complete with two mild steel poles, with handle grips at each end.
Two traverse bars included to prevent the stretcher from collapsing around the patient.
This item can be used in conjunction with our two types of Stretcher Trolley.

DOG CARRIER (fig 10)
Strong green PVC with a rope handle at each corner.
SIZE: 1220mm x 920mm (48” x 36”)
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WEIGHING SCALES

MODEL No: V-150

150kg x 50g
AC adaptor / Rechargeable battery.
Large LCD display.
Large stainless steel pan.

Features: Zero / Tare / Hold
Kg/Lbs switchable.

Portable, end wheels.
Handle.

Rubber mat.
Easy to clean.

Size: 900mm x 550mm

V-150 Large Pet Scale.

The  V-150 is a 150kg veterinary scale which has a large stainless steel base making it suitable for weighing
large pets with an accuracy of 50g.
The scale has wheels and a handle so it can be easily moved within the surgery.
The V-150 can be stored on its end to save space.
The scale is powered by a rechargeable battery and an adaptor is supplied as standard.

20kg x 5g
Battery powered.
Easy to read large LCD display.
Easy to clean.
Lightweight.
Portable.
Size: 578mm x 334mm x 578mm

V-22 Small Pet Scale.

The V-22 20kg veterinary scale has a weighing platform suitable for weighing a range of pets from cats to dogs.
It has a clear LCD and weighs to an accuracy of 5g. It is lightweight, portable and easily stored.
It is ideal for use in veterinary surgeries.
The scale has a removable weighing pan to reveal a Small weighing platform.

MODEL No: V-22
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HVE

LABEL

PRINTERS

HVE LABEL PRINTERS
Haverscroft Industrial Estate
New Road
Attleborough
Norfolk
NR17 1YE
(01953) 455535

sales@hvelabels.co.uk
www.hvelabels.co.uk

SELF ADHESIVE DISPENSING LABELS ON ROLLS

Standard Labels Printed in Red

Practice Labels Printed in Black

ORDER FORM OVERLEAF

FOR ANIMAL TREATMENT ONLY
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

FOR ANIMAL TREATMENT ONLY

KEEP OUT OF REACH
OF CHILDREN

..........................................to be

given........................times daily

POISON
FOR EXTERNAL

USE ONLY

KEEP OUT OF
THE REACH

OF CHILDREN

SHAKE
THE

BOTTLE
POISON

KEEP OUT OF REACH
OF CHILDREN

FOR ANIMAL
TREATMENT ONLY

FOR ANIMAL TREATMENT ONLY
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

Date                                Medicine

Pet’s Name                    Owner’s Name

Address

to be given

times daily

FOR ANIMAL TREATMENT ONLY
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

FOR ANIMAL TREATMENT ONLY
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

J.D.HARVEY, B.V.Sc., MRCVS

Springfields Veterinary Surgery
Snowdrop Drive, Dereham
Telephone: 01362 455514

J.D.HARVEY, B.V.Sc., MRCVS

Springfields Veterinary Surgery
Snowdrop Drive, Dereham
Telephone: 01362 455514

J.D.HARVEY, B.V.Sc., MRCVS

Springfields Veterinary Surgery
Snowdrop Drive, Dereham
Telephone: 01362 455514

For Animal Treatment Only
Keep Out Of Reach Of Children

J.D.HARVEY, B.V.Sc., MRCVS

Telephone: 01362 455514

J.D.HARVEY, B.V.Sc., MRCVS

Springfields Veterinary Surgery
Snowdrop Drive, Dereham
Telephone: 01362 455514

J.D.HARVEY
B.V.Sc., MRCVS

Veterinary Surgeon
Snowdrop Drive, Dereham

Telephone:
01362 455514

J.D.HARVEY
B.V.Sc., MRCVS

Veterinary
Surgeon

Telephone:
01362 455514

For Animal Treatment Only
Keep Out Of Reach Of Children

FOR ANIMAL TREATMENT ONLY
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

Give..........Tablets...................................Daily

For...............................................

Give..................................Tablets

............................................Daily

For...............................................

SP7, 51mm x 26mm
SP6, 57mm x 23mm

SP5, 38mm x 10mm

SP4, 37mm x 23mm

SP1, 51mm x 51mm

SP2, 48mm x 35mm
SP3, 45mm x 32mm

OTHER SIZES & COLOURS AVAILABLE - please see our website: www.hvelabels.co.uk

LS1, 51mm x 51mm

S1, 48mm x 35mm S2, 48mm x 35mm

S3, 37mm x 23mm

S4 S5 S6 S7

26mm x 13mm
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STANDARD PRINTED LABELS

PRINTED PRACTICE LABELS

SURGERY STATIONERY

VETERINARY SURGERY SIGN

Minimum order - LS1 1000
Minimum order - S1 and S2 2500
Minimum order - S3, S4, S5, S6, S7 1000

PLEASE SUPPLY......................... S....

ORDER QTY’S: 1000 / 2000 / 5000 / 10000

PLEASE SUPPLY...........................SP...............
Printed in black as standard, other colours available upon request.

Free, no obligation quotations provided for all your practice stationery.
Letterheads, ‘With Compliments’ slips, appointment cards, record cards etc.

Weatherproof ‘Foamex’ board
Screen printed green onto a white background.
Drilled with four holes and supplied with suitable fixings
SIZE: 500mm x 250mm

PLEASE SUPPLY..........................LS1

If the size or layout you require is not shown overleaf please supply the measurements and exact copy in the space
below for a quotation.

ORDER FORM, for prices please refer to our current price list

VETERINARY

SURGERY

PLEASE SUPPLY.............SIGN (S)

NAME

................................................................................................

ADDRESS

................................................................................................

................................................................................................

................................................................................................

................................................................................................

................................................................................................

................................................................................................

POSTCODE............................................................................

TEL. No...................................................................................

FAX. No..................................................................................

E-mail......................................................................................

NOTES

LAYOUT / SIZE / ATTACH SAMPLE HERE
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